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WELCOME
Dear Speedway Fans!

  New season of challenge at speedway arenas is right in front of us. In this year's 
edition of Speedway Best Pairs, teams related to the most speedway-supportive 
brands, will take the battle. New formula of SBP reminds a well-known system from 
Formula 1 or MotoGP. Changed formula means even more emotions and even more 
equal series. 

    It's in Landshut, where we have been getting a chance to know that this stadium 
is worthy of the biggest speedway events. We are sure that the audience gathered               
at the stadiums and in front of their TVS will definitely not get bored. We do care 
about your satisfaction of the show's quality after every single meeting.                                  
So, „let's make speedway!”.
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MONSTER ENERGY

NICE

FOGO

TRANS MF

Energetic drink’s brand, produced by the Monster Beverage 
Corporation from 2002. Well recognizeble thanks to their 
support for many sport events, mainly extreme and moto 
sports. Started their sales in Poland in 2012. 

   monsterenergy.com

PPolish branch of Nice is one of the first international 
departures of this company. Been on Polish market since 1996 
and during this time, from  basic automatic gates' solutions, 
they've become a provider of complex automatic systems, 
integrated alarm systems supported by the most modern tech 
solutions, making both installation and usage easy. 

   nice.pl

AgAgregaty FOGO Sp. z o.o. Is a top Polish producer of electric 
generators. Throughout the years, they've created a wide range 
of reliable products, which are designed and produced 
including the national and international norms, and their high 
quality is confirmed with number of certificates. 

   fogo.com

EEvolved throughout the years from a small transport company 
to a reliable partner when it comes to logistics and spedition. 
Trans MF Group hires more than 70 employees and works at 
the 16.000 square feets area. As a ONLINE cooperation 
member, they've been strictly cooperating with more than 75 
spedition partners from Germany and the European Union and 
Eastern Europe. 
    transmf.eu

SPONSORS
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BOLL

EPORT2000

CITY TEAM

Raised in 1993 in Zielona Góra. Offers a distribution of a wide 
range of car chemistry and paint supplements. Through all     
the years of their work, they've been succesively spreading 
their offer with implementing top-quality products made            
by respected producents from the whole Europe and world. 
What matters is also the price. BOLL's aim is a careful 
market-needs research and its development to spread               
thethe choice of products for a single customer. BOLL brand is 
related to stability, certainty and a trust that every service 
offered is a top-quality one.

   boll.pl

Motorization is a real passion for many of us. It has been close 
from the earliest years. First fascination for cars                           
and motorbikes is a begging of the adventure that's been 
lasting a whole life. Since cars had appeared, the world has 
completely changed. Today, we cannot imagine our lives 
without our vehicles and what you have to do is take care of 
them - to make sure it works in the best way possible and 
prpreserve a maximum of safety. At our moto shop, every driver 
will find necessary accessories, which will help preserving car 
in a good shape and will increase usage comfort. 
We perfectly understand the needs of all drivers, because we 
have a huge passion for motorization and we are some 
experienced riders too. Our moto shop prived a fully 
professional serive and offers products from the known and 
reputable brands. 

   eport2000.pl

GermanGerman company, which have been strongly supporting Kai 
Huckenbeck, accepted the invitation for the Speedway Best 
Pairs. He is a young rider, who's been getting ready to enter the 
grown speedway. Philosophy of the City Team is to make sure, 
he and his teammates are starting as much as possible. It is so 
to help them improving their results. 
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Channel's motto is "All sports. All emotions." Eurosport is a TV station with a sport 
profile, owned by the Discovery Communications. It started its broadcast in Europe 
on February 5, 1989. In 2008 - full of sport events, increased hours of live broadcast 
to 3000, that made 50% of the whole schedule. Since 2013, Eurosport and One Sport 
have been cooperating on the Speedway Best Pairs and Speedway Euro 
Championship.

EEurosport is a very important partner when it comes to promoting the speedway 
sport all over the world. "Right now, this cooperation between Eurosport and One Sport 
could be only named as positive. However, what's most surprising for us is that speedway 
has been watched nearly all over the world, so we do enjoy it. We realize that this project 
has got a great potential and it's about the discipline's development". - says Radosław 
Jaworski, Communication Director of Eurosport Polska. 

OFFICIAL BROADCASTER

WATCH SBP
ON EUROSPORT



THE FORMULA OF THE TOURNAMENT:

   21 heats in regular phase - rivalry each vs. each.
   After the regular phase, winning team qualifies to the final automatically.
   The second and third pair meet in "The Last Chance Heat" - the winner of it 
   qualifies to the final and lost takes the third place in a tournament.
   Team which wins of the final race is the winner of SBP round.

SCORES OF THE HEASCORES OF THE HEATS:

   1st place - 3 points
   2nd place - 2 points
   3rd place - 1 points
   4th place - 0 points

After the regular phase, winning team qualifies to the final automatically.
TheThe second and third pair meet in "The Last Chance Heat" - the winner of it qualifies 
to the final and lost takes the third place in a tournament.
23rd heat - FINAL - If, in the semi-finals and the grand final race finished with a score 
3:3, this couple wins who won a "bonus".

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION:

After each tournament, teams are assigned points for the general classification:
   1st place - 10 points
      2nd place - 8 points
   3rd place - 6 points
   4th place - 4 points
   5th place - 3 points
   6th place - 2 points
   7th place - 1 points

   The winner of Speedway Best Pairs is the team which has the most points
      in general classification after the three tournaments.
   In case when two teams have the same number of points there is an additional 
   heat.

RULES OF SBP 2016
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MONSTER ENERGY TEAM
Greg Hancock, Chris Holder, Paweł Przedpełski

NICE RACING
Artem Łaguta, Antonio Lindbaeck, Grigorij Łaguta

FOGO POWER
Emil Sajfutdinow, Bartosz Zmarzlik, Tobiasz Musielak,
Piotr Piotr Pawlicki
    

TRANS MF PRO RACE TEAM
Nicki Pedersen, Martin Smolinski, Renat Gafurow

BOLL TEAM
Niels Kristian Iversen, Martin Vaculik, Patryk Dudek

EPORT2000.PL TEAM
Piotr PPiotr Protasiewicz, Grzegorz Zengota, Janusz Kołodziej,
Jarosław Hampel

CITY TEAM
Kai Huckenbeck, Tobias Kroner, Tobias Busch

TEAMS OF SPEEDWAY
BEST PAIRS 2016



1. BARTOSZ ZMARZLIK - Individual Junior World Champion 2015.                            
The youngest winner of the Grand Prix round. Poland's national representative, 
raised and developed in Stal Gorzów. He was seventeen and 72 days old. 
Definitely one of the biggest Polish speedway talents from many years.           
From his beginning of career, took the best Polish rider in the history - Tomasz 
Gollob as a role model. Tomasz has been giving him a lot of tips and showing 
the paths. Zmarzlik, from the very first start in the Polish league, has proved 

hishis incredible skills. Despite his young age, Pole has gathered a lot of medals and one of his 
latest successes is a direct advance to the World Championship. 

2. PIOTR PAWLICKI - Younger of Pawlicki brothers got his speedway license in 
2010 at the track in Częstochowa. It was the same year, when he reached for 
silver in Individual Junior Championship of Wielkopolska. In the next season, 
got his first significant successes at the international arena. One of the 
biggest ones was gold in Individual Junior European Championship, held in 
Ljubljana. Permament rider of GP series in 2016. In Landshut, he will replace 
Emil Sayfutdinov (injured). How will he handle this very long track in Bavaria?

15. TOBIASZ MUSIELAK - Raised and developed in Leszno. Musialek is                   
a bronze medalist of Polish Pair Championship and its Junior edition as well. 
His first ride at the speedway motorcycle is dated on April 7, 2007. Two years 
later, passed his license exam. In 2010, he went on a loan to the 2nd league's 
Kolejarz Rawicz, where in 18 matches gathered 81 points. Start in Speedway 
Best Pairs will be his debut in these series. In the last season, he was not so 
often in the team's roster, however Adam Skórnicki - club's manager made 

some some rotations that gave him single starts. 

3. GREG HANCOCK - One of the most titled elite's rider. Triple World Champion, 
winner of the 20 Grand Prix rounds. Despite his age (46 y.o.) he's been finding 
himself incredibly well in every conditions, including MotoArena in Toruń.                 
A true gentleman of the speedway tracks. Always having a big smile on his 
face, treated as the most positive rider in the pits. Been at the World 
Championship's podium for six times. This year will be his 22nd starting in the 
Grand Prix series. What's incredible, so far, he's been missing only one round, 

becausebecause of the injury in the Polish league. Team Monster Energy is made of three riders 
representing the club from Toruń.

RIDERS OF SBP 2016 
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4. CHRIS HOLDER - Individual World Champion 2012. His improvement was 
stopped for a moment by a truly dangerous injury. Double Junior World's 
Vice-champion, 5-time Individual Champion of Australia. In 2008, named as 
the „Golden Boy”, because at that time he was gathering golds in Poland, 
Sweden and UK. To these team titles, he added some individuals: 4th title of 
Australia (as a junior), Australia's Champ (won all of 5 eliminations with                     
a maximum points gathered – 100). Before implementing the new formula of 

SpeedwSpeedway Best Pairs, been always a sure point of his team.

16. PAWEŁ PRZEDPEŁSKI - Paweł Przedpełski wasn't so much into speedway 
in the beginning, however coach Jan Ząbik and his brother Łukasz make him 
try his chances at the speedway track. Passed his license in 2011, two months 
after starting his trainings. Despite his short career, Paweł has already got 
some successes including gold in the Junior European Team Championship, 
Junior Individual League Championship, silver medal of the Junior Team World 
Championship, Team Polish Championship, gold in Junior Team World and 

EuEuropean Championship and more. In the last season, he was the most efficient rider of his club 
- KS Toruń.

5. MARTIN SMOLINSKI - Smoli is currently the best German speedway rider. 
He's been succesfully connecting starts at both: classic and the long track. As 
the first rider in speedway history he was participating in two Grand Prix 
series: classic and the longtrack. Last season he had the opportunity to 
compete in Torun in Speedway Euro Championship . This season will create        
a Trans MF Pro Race Team , along with an extremely successful Danish rider, 
Nicki Pedersen. Everybody wants to see these riders to cooperate on the track. 

ButBut how emphasizes Smoli , Pedersen is a full professional and he is very pleased with the fact 
that it will be riding with him in one team.

6. NICKI PEDERSEN - Made his debut at the age of 11 in Fjelsted. Triple World 
Champion (2003, 2007, 2008). Professional in its whole meaning.                             
At Pedersen's everything has to be buttoned up. Despite being the best in the 
world for three times, he still feels hunger for more trophies. Dane has been 
regularly participating in the Speedway Best Pairs. Before implementing the 
new formula, he gave the Danes' triumph with Niels Kristian Iversen. The cup 
was received in the last year in Esbjerg. In the new series, along with Martin 

Smolinski,Smolinski, he'll create a very interesting pair, which will bring many fans' attention. Dane is              
a controversial rider, however that's one of the reason he's the favourite of fans, who cannot 
imagine big racing without his presence.
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17. RENAT GAFUROW - 34 y.o. Rider with tatar roots. His first success was the 
silver medal of the Junior Individual Russian Championship in 2000. In 2004, 
Renat was the best rider of the Russian league. This year, Russia’s national 
team with Gafurov in the roster, reached the silver in the European Pair 
Championship. In 2007, stood at the lowest step of the podium in the same 
series. In 2009, got the Individual Russian Championship, European 

Championship and along with his team from Vladivostok became the bronze  edallist of the 
EuEuropean Club Cup. Recently, Renat was chosen as the rider of the 15 years of Wybrzeże 
Gdańsk.

7. ANTONIO LINDBAECK - Born in Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), Swede is                            
an undpredictable rider. His past season though was a road of successes.       
His good performances in Polish league, great ones in European 
Championship gave him even a chance for the silver medal. Lindbaeck is              
a true skiing-lover. He even made some achievements in that sport, however 
decided to put his efforts into speedway. Before the season, he was 

participating in the pair tournament, held in Germany and with his great racing, proved again 
thatthat he's ahead of another big step. Lindbaeck in Team Nice Racing will be a partner of Artem 
and Grigorij Laguta.

8. GRIGORIJ LAGUTA - Rider no.2 of the Russian speedway. His actions cause 
goose bumps and increasing a level of adrenaline not only among the fans. 
Representing truly spectacular style of racing. Started his career from the 
lowest level, when he joined 2nd league's Lokomotiv Daugavpils. After five 
seasons there, tried his chances in Ekstraliga along with his brother Artem.          
It was a bull's eye hit by the Częstochowa's representatives. Laguta stole local 

fans' hearts immidiately with his spectacular tackles at the outside paths. In 2013, during           
thethe semi-final match with Unibax Toruń, he squeezed between two Toruń riders making                     
the crowd crazy.

18. ARTEM LAGUTA - Younger of the Laguta brothers was a sensational Grand 
Prix' participant in 2012. Russian got through after winning the Challenge           
in Danish Vojens. Unfortunately, his Grand Prix adventure lasted only for one 
season. In Polish League, Russian appeared with Lokomotiv Daugavpils,         
with which he was riding between 2008 and 2010. Next, along with his brother, 
Artem moved to Częstochowa. Since the last season, he's been representing 

GKM Grudziądz. In the Team Nice Racing, he'll start with his brother Grigorij and a great 
Swedish rider Antonio Lindbaeck.Swedish rider Antonio Lindbaeck.
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9. PIOTR PROTASIEWICZ -  Zielona Góra's native, one of the most experienced 
rider in the Polish league. Four-time Team World Champion, twelve-time Polish 
Champion (including individual title in 1999). In 1996 became the Junior World 
Champion. Before becoming a speedway rider, he tried his chances in many 
disciplines: started in the final of Spartakiada in Szczyrk performing in alpine 
skiing and karting races (with vice-champion title). Got his speedway license 

on May 7, 1991 as a Morawski ST Zielona Góra rider. 

10. GRZEGORZ ZENGOTA - Current Team Polish Champion (with Unia Leszno) 
and a silver medalist from 2014. Zielona Góra's native. 4th rider of the 
Individual Polish Championship in 2014. Made a big improvement throughout 
the years that made a big impact on his club's successes in the last two years. 
Got his license in 2004 at the old Apator Toruń's track. Became a captain of the 
Polish national team for the Junior Team World Championship. Bronze 

medalist of the Junior Individual Polish Championship. On September 5, 2008 in Toruń, along 
with Grwith Grzegorz Walasek, got the bronze in the Polish Pair Championship. 

19. JANUSZ KOŁODZIEJ - There are many achievements in Kołodziej’s 
collection, including two golden medals of World Team Championship, three 
Individual Polish titles and four with his team. In the European Championship, 
„Koldi” has been at the podium twice. In 2005, along with Robert Kościecha 
and Krzysztof Kasprzak, won the final in Gdańsk. Janusz Kolodziej at the last 
minute joined the team eport2000.pl. In Landshut he replaced Jaroslaw 

Hampel. Certainly the best Polish rider from Speedway Euro Championship will want to fight 
with his team for the top spot.with his team for the top spot.

11. KAI HUCKENBECK - 23 y.o. Rider, who's been improving significantly year 
after year. Despite his young age, Huckenbeck has got two golden medals of 
the Individual German Championship. Got the first title in 2013. Noone was 
putting their bets on him, he was not even among the favourites of this 
tournament. In 2014, made his debut in Polish 2nd league, however his 
performance was far from a good one. However, he still can be a solid 2nd line 

in every team from the lower level. Kai Huckenbeck has already had a chance to compete                 
inin Speedway Best Pairs. Appeared in Swedish Eskilstuna for three times, however wasn't able to 
reached the finish at the awarded position.
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12. TOBIAS KRONER - Professional banker, however he's as good in counting 
money as in speedway racing. One of his biggest successes was the silver 
medal in the Individual German Championship (2006). Earlier in this tournament, 
Tobias was inches from the podium and finally ending at 5th place. He was also 
close in the German Championship in 2003 (4th place) and one year later got the 
fifthIn 2007, Tobias was fighting for the promotion to the Grand Prix, but in the 
Challenge ended at 15th place, that did not let him join the world's elite. 

20. TOBIAS BUSCH - The City Team will consist only of the German riders. 
Next to Kai Huckenbeck and Tobias Kroner, there will be Tobias Busch fighting 
for the overall classification points. Fans surely do remember this rider from 
the last year's performance in Güstrow, when along with his teammates was 
really close to jump on the podium. One of some good memories from then, 
was defeating the Australian team that made local fans go crazy. In this year's 
Speedway Best Pairs, Busch and his teammates are surely not one of the 

favfavourites, however they will ride with no pressure and will want to make a big surprise.

13. PATRYK DUDEK - Individual Junior World Champion and Team World 
Champion from 2013. One of the biggest hopes of Polish speedway. Winner of the 
prestigious „Bolesław Chrobry tournament” in 2014. Always a sure shot of the 
Zielona Góra's roster. „Duzers” is a rider, who was predestined to be a speedway 
rider. His father – Sławomir was chasing for over 20 years at the oval tracks. 
Firstly in Zielona Góra, then in Opole, Gniezno, Poznań and Latvian Daugavpils. 
Patryk, born on June 20, 1992 was seen as a big talent from the very first 

momentsmoments of his career. Made his license in 2008 and only one year later, got the triumph in MIMP. His 
biggest success came in the last season, when he became the Individual Junior World Champion.

14. NIELS KRISTIAN IVERSEN - Younger colleague of Pedersen was getting to 
world elite quite long. In Grand Prix he rode for the first time in 2004 but this 
wasn’t a good time for him. He wasn’t able to prove fans that he is really 
talented rider who can score really a lot of points. The breakthrough came in 
2012… Then he found his great form and proved his skills. In Polish Ekstraliga 
he was second rider in general classification after the season and he also 
managed to come back to Grand Prix. Another year was even better - in Polish 

leagueleague he was still great, in Individual World Championships he won bronze medal and he also 
won in Individual Danish Championships. 

21. MARTIN VACULIK - Slovakian rider, born in Zarnovica. Individual European 
Champion 2013, when during the final round in Rzeszów, made the miracle 
happened and chased Nicki Pedersen after reaching the maximum points. He 
made it as the first one in the history of SEC. In 2014, ended it right after the 
podium. During the season, a collarbone injury happened that made him 
unable to race at 100% in Częstochowa. It the half of this meeting, it was 
already known that he was about to lose Euro Champ's crown. He was fighting 

tilltill the end for any medal, but ultimately two Danes were better. Martin had a bad luck in Torun. 
In the great final, his engine failured and BOLL Team took 2nd place. 
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STADIUM'S NAME 

TRACK'S LENGTH

TRACK'S RECORD

CAPACITY

SURFACE

LEAGUE'S TEAM

COUNTCOUNTRY

LEAGUE'S LEVEL

ADDRESS

CHAIRMAN

WEBSITE

E-MAIL

PHONE

FIRST SBP MEFIRST SBP MEETING

LAST SBP MEETING

MotoArena Toruń im. Mariana Rosego

325 m

57,07 s. - Tomasz Gollob, 23.05.2010

15.500

sienites

KS Get Well Torun

PPoland

PGE Ekstraliga

Per Jonsson 7 Street, 87-100 Torun

Ilona Termińska

www.speedway.torun.pl

biuro@speedway.torun.pl 

(+48) 56 651 80 66

08.06.201308.06.2013

28.03.2015

1ST ROUND - TORUŃ
02/04/2016
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STADIUM'S NAME 

TRACK'S LENGTH

TRACK'S RECORD

CAPACITY

LEAGUE'S TEAM

COUNTRY

LEAGUE'S LEVELLEAGUE'S LEVEL

ADDRESS

CHAIRMAN

WEBSITE

E-MAIL

PHONE

FIRST SBP MEETING

LLAST SBP MEETING

OneSolar Arena Landshut - Ellermuhle

390 m

68,26 s. - Przemysław Pawlicki

12.000

ACL Landshut

Germany

German BundesligaGerman Bundesliga

Flugplatzstrasse 10, D-84034 Landshut

Christian Schmid, Gerald Simbeck

www.speedway-landshut.de 

-

08765-322

10.05.2014

10.05.201410.05.2014

2ND ROUND - LANDSHUT
05/05/2016



STADIUM'S NAME 

TRACK'S LENGTH

TRACK'S RECORD

CAPACITY

LEAGUE'S TEAM

COUNTRY

LEAGUE'S LEVELLEAGUE'S LEVEL

ADDRESS

CHAIRMAN

WEBSITE

E-MAIL

PHONE

FIRST SBP MEETING

LLAST SBP MEETING

Miejski Stadium

372 m

63.05 s. - Robert Miśkowiak, 28.06.2009 

12.000

- 

Poland

- - 

Piłsudskiego 64, 63-400 Ostrów Wielkopolski

-

www.km.osw.pl 

sekretariat@zks-ostrovia.pl 

 (+48) 519-050-509

04.06.2016

--

3RD ROUND - OSTRÓW
WIELKOPOLSKI 
04/06/2016
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